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Editor’s Thoughts...

International Symposium on ‘Creating the Future of
Fire Risk Management’

Release of 1st issue of 2nd Volume of GIC Re News
(L-R) Mr. Kamlesh Vikamsey, Mr. Rajeev Gowda,
Mr. Tarun Bajaj (Directors GIC Re), CMD GIC Re

CMD in a meeting with London market leaders

GIC Re team with Richard Ward, CEO, Llyod’s London
(2nd  from Left).
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TTTTT he global economic situation continues to be precarious. In US, after
the $ 800 billion- stimulus another one trillion dollar package to purge

the toxic assets of banks is being worked out. Other countries too announced
stimulus packages. G-20 summit is being convened on 2nd April at London to
finalise the roadmap for sustainable recovery of global economy.
On the domestic front, the official Q-3 figures of Indian GDP also do not look
very encouraging. Moody’s has reported that as in case of most other major
economies, the worst is yet to be seen by the Indian economy in 2009. There
are reports of job opportunities thinning. Though inflation is on downturn
and rates are being cut frequently, the credit expansion is not happening.
Banks are risk-averse in the slowing economy. Insurance sector is also
showing signs of stress. IRDA is on the record that solvency ratios of Insurance
Sector have come down for the first time, though they are still in the safe
zone. Non-life growth rate came down to 9.67% with only Health and Motor
recording significant growth. Added to this, Indian insurers continue to rely
on rate-cutting for growth in market share.
India is poised for general elections which will choose the next federal
government. With the new elected government in saddle coupled with post
G-20 roadmap, the economic outlook may improve sooner than later.
Optimism is the name of the game.
In these uncertain times, every organisation has to be on guard and focus
its energies in sustaining its performance capabilities. All of us in GIC Re
need to be alive to these realities at global and domestic economic situation
and gear up to give our best to organisation to steer through these turbulent
times. Our London branch completed one year of excellent performance and
is venturing into the newly opened Brazil market; the Dubai branch recorded
a massive growth. AM Best has reconfirmed our security rating in February
2009.
As the financial year is coming to an end, GIC Re’s performance is expected
to be robust. Though, the next financial year is full of unprecedented
challenges, the inherent strengths of our organisation are going to overcome
these challenges and put up a good show next year too. Optimism can be a
good contagion.

Raghunath
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IIIII t doesn’t look like the troubled times for the global

economy will end anytime soon. Future has always been

uncertain and in such times it is more so. India, however,

has been fortunate enough. While many insurers and

reinsurers worldwide have suffered on account of both, the

risks they carry and assets they had invested in, for us, on

both counts we are largely unscathed. We are in a much

better shape thanks to our well synchronized regulatory

system, though many call it ‘conservative’.

As a pointer to the fact that we are resilient and tough and

not susceptible to short-term economic and market

upheavals, A M Best has reconfirmed our rating A- (Excellent)

for the eighth year in succession. GIC Re continues to be

highly solvent and liquid and is offering the same level of

reinsurance capacities as in the past.

Moving further from our traditional role as a leader in the

Afro-Asian reinsurance markets, we are now expanding our

global footprint. We have obtained the status of ‘Eventual

Reinsurer’ for the Brazilian market from SUSEP, the Brazilian

insurance regulator and commenced writing facultative

accounts of local companies. Brazil and India, both are

members of BRIC- the most promising emerging markets.

Brazil is perhaps the best entry point for the Latin American

markets.

GIC Re UK branch has completed first year of its operations

successfully. It has written business that is much in excess

of the target that we had set for the new branch. I am

confident that despite the global financial crisis, the Indian

insurance sector will maintain its growth rate and improve

its standing in the global insurance fraternity.

To serve our customers even better we have now set up a

grievance redressal mechanism at the Corporation. Many

of you have appreciated our efforts in this regard. I can

assure you things will only get better in the days to come.

With best wishes,

Yogesh Lohiya

From the CMD’s Desk

UK BRANCH

UK Branch Completes a
Successful First Year

The UK branch of GIC Re successfully completed its first year of

operations this January. To mark the occasion the branch organised

a reception in London. Chairman-cum-Managing Director Mr. Yogesh

Lohiya was present to welcome the who’s who of the insurance

world in London. Mr. R. Raghavan, General Manager was also

present. Later Mr. Lohiya and Mr. Raghavan held a series of

meetings with GIC Re’s business partners in London.

Last year, the UK Branch had a successful launch with an impressive

inaugural function. With the efforts of Mr. Lohiya it was possible for

us to have the then Finance Minister Mr. P. Chidambaram with us

to inaugurate the Branch. The event that was held in January 2008

The then Union Finance Minister Mr. P Chidambaram inaugurates the
GIC Re UK branch on 23 January 2008.

Guests at the reception organised on the occasion of completion of 1st
year of GIC Re UK branch.

had such a lasting impression on the reinsurance fraternity in

London that its reverberations were felt throughout rest of the year.

Thanks to the impressive launch and GIC Re’s inherent strengths,

the Branch had an excellent run during its first year. It was about

time to express gratitude to the business partners who supported

GIC Re’s UK operations.

Holding a reception for its clients and business associates is a

common practice in the corporate world in London as it enables
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UK BRANCH

the host company an opportunity to meet

and interact with its clients in an informal

atmosphere. The last couple of months of

the year are usually cramped with such

receptions held by various reinsurance and

broking companies. GIC Re’s functions in

the past have therefore been held in

beginning of the year. This year’s event was

not only a marketing event but also an

anniversary function of the Branch.

The event was held in the evening on 11the

February, 2009 at “Lloyd’s Old Library” at

the Lloyd’s building. The location was

selected keeping in view its stature, distinct

ambience and convenience. The invitees

were brokers, underwriters, bankers,

publication houses and other service

providers in London. It was heartening to

note that broking community from India

also made it convenient to attend the

function. In all about 150 guests graced

the occasion.

The Branch team led by Mr. Anil Sant under

the leadership of Mr. Lohiya and Mr.

Raghavan were on hand to welcome and

make the guests comfortable. The invitees

had their share of tête-à-tête with CMD and

GM. GIC Re team made sure that each

guest got the desired attention.

The function formally began with Mr. Sant

welcoming the guests and thanking them

for their support to the Branch. He informed

the audience that the Branch wrote a

and the guests appeared to be impressed

with Mr. Lohiya’s address and Mr.

Raghavan’s presentation. One guest said

“with its recent endeavours and initiatives,

GIC Re has made London market stand up

and take notice”. “It is a nice idea on the

part of GIC Re to hold a function at this

time of the year” remarked another. “With

so much of melancholy in the air, GIC Re

function has come as a welcome relief”,

said one matter-of-factly.

The Global Reinsurance magazine

conducted an impromptu interview with

Mr. Lohiya as the event concluded. The

guests left thanking GIC Re profusely for a

lovely evening.

Series of Meetings

CMD and GM also held a series of meetings

with heads of various broking companies

in London over the next two days to discuss

issues of mutual interest and how to take

the relationships forward.

One of the important meetings was with

Financial Services Authority (the regulator

in the UK) to discuss the first year of

operations of the Branch and GIC Re’s

plans for the Branch. Another notable

meeting was with Mr. Richard Ward, CEO,

Lloyd’s. Based on the feedback received

by GIC Re UK office, Mr. Ward was happy

and excited about his meeting with GIC Re.

Sanjay Mokashi

premium of GBP

40 million in its

first year which

far exceeded its

target. His

tongue-in-cheek

remark that the

a d v a n c e d

economies are

resorting to

nationalization of

their institutions

in the current

troubled times

whereas GIC Re

is already

nationalized, was

well received by the audience. He

requested for continued support from all.

Mr. Lohiya, in his presidential address to

the gathering emphasized that GIC Re

believes in long term relationships and

intends to further strengthen its ties with

its business partners. He informed the

gathering that GIC Re is now ranked 16th in

S&P’s world rankings on the basis of

written premiums as against 22nd last year.

He said that GIC Re is now striving hard to

appear in the list of top 10 and for this it

has taken several steps which include

utilising state-of-the-art’ technology,

application of enterprise risk management

and creation of different verticals in the

Corporation. Mr. Lohiya said, “GIC

Re’s solvency ratio at 3.36 is way

above the regulatory

requirement.”

CMD’s address was followed by

a brief presentation by Mr.

Raghavan, highlighting GIC Re’s

accomplishments and recent

initiatives. He informed the

august gathering about GIC Re’s

registration in Brazil as an

“Eventual Reinsurer”, Strategic

tie up with Hannover Life Re for

joint development of life

reinsurance business in India and

commencement of Re-Takaful

operations.

The function continued thereafter

Mr. Yogesh Lohiya, Chairman cum Managing  Director, GIC Re with the
guests at the reception

Mr. R Raghavan, General Manager, GIC Re, highlights
GIC Re’s accomplishments
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HAPPENINGS

Eventual Reinsurer Status for GIC Re in Brazil

BBBBB razil is the fifth largest country by

geographical area, the fifth most

populous country, and the fourth most

populous democracy in the world. It is

world’s tenth largest economy and ninth

largest in purchasing power. It is

becoming an important insurance market

given its sizeable and growing economy,

its population of approximately 189

million and recent reforms liberalizing the

insurance / reinsurance sector.

The new law that came into force in early

2007, opened up the local reinsurance

market in Brazil, thus ending the

monopoly of the state owned IRB. The

new law provides for three tiers of

reinsurers, namely, Local (Reinsurers

incorporated in Brazil), Admitted

(Reinsurers with a representative office

in Brazil) and Eventual (Reinsurers

operating from overseas without any local

office). Registration with SUSEP (The new

regulator) as one of the above types of

reinsurers is a must for the reinsurers

desirous of writing Brazilian reinsurance

business. It was important for

GIC Re to register with SUSEP lest it would

not get business from the largest market

in the Latin America with a non-life written

premium income of about USD 18.70

billion during 2007.

Due to the efforts of the marketing

team of GIC Re, the formalities for

registration of GIC Re as an Eventual

Reinsurer in Brazil were complied with

and GIC Re has now been duly

approved by SUSEP this January to

transact reinsurance business in

Brazil. GIC of India UK Branch is now

focusing its attention on the Brazilian

business.

As a part of GIC Re’s Brazilian

initiative, Mr. Anil Sant, Asst.

Gen. Manager recently visited

Brazil post registration. His visit

also coincided with the Brazilian

Reinsurance Conference that

was held at Rio de Janeiro on

4th and 5th March, 2009.

Rio de Janeiro commonly known

as just “Rio” is the second

largest city of Brazil after São

Paulo. Rio is famous for its

carnival, samba music and

tourist beaches. The venue for

the event was Copacabana

Palace located right on the

beautiful Copacabana beach.

The event was attended by about 250

participants representing reinsurers,

intermediaries, consultants, lawyers and

other services providers. It was

inaugurated by Mr. Joaquim Levy, Secretary

of Finance, State of Rio de Janeiro. The

topics of discussion largely revolved around

the emerging scenario in Brazil and

challenges faced by the Brazilian insurance

industry.

Mr. Sant utilized the opportunity to meet a

number of executives of the local insurance

The famous Copacabana Beach.

(L-R) Mr. Elmo Avellar, CEO, AON Benfield, Brazil and
Mr. Anil Sant, AGM, GIC Re UK.

companies and intermediaries. He also

met the officials of IRB. “Being BRIC

countries, Brazil and India have many

similarities insofar as the size of economy,

legislative processes and local culture are

concerned”, Mr. Sant remarked after his

return. He gave an interesting piece of

information that one of the most popular

soap-opera that is being aired on Brazilian

television has an Indian plot. “The Indian

costumes and Indian jewelry worn by the

central female characters seem to have

taken the whole country by storm.” Mr.

Sant said.

Mr. Sant summarized his tour by saying,

“All the meetings were fruitful and the

efforts will now have to be sustained

so that the Brazilian market is

comfortable dealing with GIC Re.

Opening up of a representative office

seems to be the next logical step for

GIC Re going forward”.

GIC Re UK

With inputs & photographs by Anil Sant
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Insurance Industry News (March - 2009)

INDUSTRY NEWS

These are hard though interesting times
from the perspective of an economy
watcher. Every person has his own pet
theories as to what has happened and
where we are headed. Probably there was
never a time when latent prejudices of
economists, administrators and theorists
were exposed.

Coming to facts, IMF estimates that the
world economy will contract in 2009 for the
first time since World War II by up to one
per cent. With latest data for 4th quarter of
2008 coming in showing a steep annual
5% global GDP contraction, prognosis is not
positive by any stretch of imagination.
Industrialized economies are expected to
contract by 2-6%, developing and emerging
economies are slowing down to 1.5-2.5%.

There are diverging views on whether the
current recessionary trends are Keynesian
in nature. Some economists believe that
the recession is more Hayekian than
Keynesian. The stimulus packages
currently in fashion among national
governments and central bankers may not
have the expected effect to the extent the
recession turns out to be non-Keynesian.
Structural imbalances operating over a long
period would most likely need a protracted
and painful adjustment process. The
stimulus packages are aimed at boosting
consumer demand, to which the present
malaise is partly but significantly attributed.
It is not clear if the economic recovery will
be steep and quick or slow and protracted

The present credit and liquidity crisis is
affecting the entire financial sector world
over and liquidity is at a premium. Capital
resources with insurers and reinsures, the
silent regulator for the insurance industry,
globally are under strain and reinsurance
prices are expected to firm up during 2009.
Catastrophic and man-made losses create
pressures from the demand side and
capital providers on the supply side for
reinsurers. Presently, the pricing trends are
predominantly influenced by the supply
side scenario reflecting the global
economic outlook.

Business Volume :

Non-Life Sector:  Premium booked by
General Insurance Sector during April-
January 2009 was INR 25,503 crore as
compared to INR 23,256 crore during the
corresponding period of last year (excluding
specialized institutions), registering a
growth of 9.67% on y-o-y basis. Growth thus
appears to be showing a declining trend.
While growth continues to be derived
mainly from Health and Motor portfolios,
Liability class on a smaller base is showing
impressive growth in over 23%.

Year-on-year growth for the public sector
was 6.9% (with 41.5% market share) while
for the private sector, 13.8% (with 58.5%
market share). Over the last quarter, there
has been barely any movement in market
share from public sector to private sector.

Life Sector:

Individual business (non-single premium
business) seems to be witnessing mixed
trend in that LIC is showing a steep
reduction of 30.1% while private sector
shows a growth in double digits of 11.4%
with market share divided between them
at 39% and 61% respectively, for April-
January 2009 period. This is partly
compensated by single premium policies
for LIC, but market share towards private
players appears to be quite pronounced.
LIC raised about Rs 9,300 crore from the
single-premium Jeevan Aastha plan,
propping their market share.

With uncertainty all around, investors are
now looking for more secured investments
and this is creating an opportunity for life
insurance players to come up with
guaranteed return products. On the other
side, the volatile economic environment is
inducing the corporates to outsource the
management of employee related corpus
to life insurers. Group business is showing
significant growth and is likely to show the
same trend for some time to come. Overall
for the period, it works out to 3.5% growth
for the sector and 3.3% movement of
market share in favour of private players.

With new business showing flat growth and

renewals showing healthy trends, life

insurance companies can expect

betterment in bottom lines since renewal

commissions are lower than those for new

business. On the flip side, looking at the

fixed costs, not so healthy growth in new

business premium will defer break-even.

With economic crisis evolving and pinch

being felt percolating to the middle class

in India, there are already reports of

housing loan defaults. Life insurance policy

lapsation could well be the next in line.

Trend thus seems to be to move away from

single premium policies, and towards group

and guaranteed return products.

Market Developments:

Raheja QBE General Insurance Company

Limited, a joint venture general insurance

company promoted by Prism Cements

Limited, India and QBE Holdings (AAP) Pty

Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of QBE,

Australia was registered during December

2008.

Star Union Dai-Ichi Life Insurance Company

Limited, a life insurance joint venture

promoted by Bank of India, Union Bank of

India and Dai-ichi Mutual Life Insurance

Company, Japan, was registered and

started operations in February 2009. With

these, 21 general insurers and 22 life

insurers operate in India. The player will

largely depend on Bancassurance

business model with customer base of its

Indian parents readily available.

With fears of recession that could be the

worst ever since the Great Depression,

unfolding financial turmoil, commodities

prices and forex volatility, falling world trade

levels, shrinking confidence among

business community and lack of faith in the

regulatory policy intervention, one only

hopes that recovery will be swift however

painful.

Hitesh Joshi
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ITAA 2008

The Information Technology

(Amendment) Act, 2008 – ITAA-2008.

The Information Technology Act, 2000,

as Amended by Information Technology

Amendment Bil l  2006 passed in

Loksabha on 22nd and in Rajyasbha on

23rd of December 2008.

Some of the sections in brief:

Section III 4 – Legal recognition for

electronic form of records and for its

subsequent references.

Section III 5 – Legal recognition for

electronic signature i.e. digital signature.

Section III 6 –  Provision for use of

electronic records and electronic

signature in Government and its

agencies.

Section III 7 – The requirement as per

law for the period of retention of records,

shall be deemed to have been satisfied

if such documents, records or

information are retained in the electronic

form.

Section III 10A – Contracts through

electronic means is valid and

enforceable.

Section IX 43 – If any person without

permission of the owner accesses or

secures access to such computer,

computer system or computer network

or computer resource with an intention

to cause damage, he shall be liable to

pay damages by way of compensation

not exceeding one crore rupees to the

person so affected.

Section IX 43A - The failure to protect

data shall be liable to pay damages by

way of compensation, not exceeding five

crore rupees, to the person so affected.

Punishable Offences:

Section XI 65 - Tampering with Computer

Source Documents / codes / programme

shall be punishable with imprisonment

up to three years, or with fine which may

extend up to two lakh rupees, or with

both.

Section XI 66A -  Sending offensive

messages through communication

service, etc shall be punishable with

imprisonment for a term which may

extend to two three years and with fine.

Section XI 66B - Dishonestly receiving

stolen computer resource or

communication device shall be punished

with imprisonment of either description

for a term which may extend to three

years or with fine which may extend to

rupees one lakh or with both.

Section XI 66C -  Fraudulently or

dishonestly make use of the electronic

signature, password or any other unique

identification feature of any other

person, shall be punished with

imprisonment of either description for a

term which may extend to three years

and shall also be liable to fine which may

extend to rupees one lakh.

Section XI 66D -  By means of any

communication device or computer

resource cheats by personation, shall be

punished with imprisonment of either

description for a term which may extend

to three years and shall also be liable to

fine which may extend to one lakh

rupees.

Section XI 66E -  Intentionally or

knowingly captures, publishes or

transmits the image of a private area of

any person without his or her consent,

under circumstances violating the

privacy of that person, shall be punished

with  imprisonment which may extend to

three years or with fine not exceeding

two lakh rupees, or with both

Section XI 66F - Commits or conspires

to commit cyber terrorism shall be

punishable with imprisonment which

may extend to imprisonment for life.

Section XI 67, 67A & 67B - Publishing

or transmitting obscene material /

material containing sexually explicit act

/ material depicting children in sexually

explicit act, etc. in electronic form shall

be punished with imprisonment of either

description for a term which may extend

to five to seven years and with fine which

may extend to ten lakh rupees.

Section XIII 80 - Any police officer, not

below the rank of a Inspector or

any other of ficer of the Central

Government or a State Government

authorized by the Central Government in

this behalf may enter any public place

and search and arrest without warrant

any person found therein who is

reasonably suspected of having

committed or of committing or of being

about to commit any offence under this

Act.

J Paramasivan

ITAA - 2008
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W hat is a commodity exchange?

A commodity exchange is a

platform for members to buy and sell

non-financial products.

What are the commodities traded?

Actual physical products viz- agricultural

products like wheat, castor, groundnut

or sesame; industrial products like

aluminium, zinc, nickel and precious

metals like gold and silver.

Who are the people using the

exchange?

l Manufacturers - those in metal

business and agro-processing;

l Producers -represented by

farmers.

l Mining companies/Processors-

those who deal with essential

minerals like coal, aluminium;

l Traders- who buy and sell a

commodity;

l Broker- who represents the trader

in the market and in exchange

receives a commission for his

service.

What types of trade are carried out in

the Commodity Exchange?

2 types of trade are carried out in the

Commodities Exchange.

a) Spot Trading- Transaction in which

delivery takes place immediately

(there may be a minimum lag).

b) Futures trading- Contract between

two parties to buy or sell an underlying

asset (here commodity) at a certain

future date at a certain price.

What are the advantages of a

Commodity Exchange?

l Provides a low-cost marketing

platform for commodities.

l Prices are determined by demand

and supply. It is not the outcome

of decision of any person.

l It also provides for hedging

against future price fluctuations.

l Members can get world-wide price

information and various other vital

information such as time for

selling, crop selection.

Commodity Exchange in India

Commodity Exchange in India started

operations in late 2002.Over the years,

India has now three national exchanges-

Multi com exchange (MCX), National Com

and Derivative Exchange (NCDEX) and

National Multi com Exchange

(NMCE).These exchanges have worked

hard for discovery of real prices of

agricultural produce, ensuring that

exchanges are used by corporates and

traders to hedge raw materials viz. food

items, metals and bullion. FMCG

companies like Dabur and ITC have been

using NCDEX platform to source raw

materials.

Mumbai based MCX is the number 1

commodity exchange with over 75%

market share. It provides an electronic

trading platform for buyers and sellers

in commodity which include bullion,

energy, base metals and agri produce

to lock in future prices. It has made

effective use of technology which has

helped in introduction of new products

Commodity Exchange - A Fair Exchange

and services. In the year 2008, MCX

launched the currency futures wherein

the trading volumes ran neck and neck

with the currency futures segment of

National Stock Exchange (NSE). MCX has

now sought the regulator- SEBI’s

permissioin to offer trading in Equity.

The Commodity Exchanges have also

been very innovative. In 2006, MCX tied

up with India Post to establish the

Gramin Suvidha Kendra (GSK). GSK

provides critical inputs to farmers such

as spot and future prices of agricultural

commodities. Today, GSK has more than

2000 farmers on its roll and covers

States like Maharashtra, Madhya

Pradesh and Gujarat. The Commodity

Exchanges have also with the help of

telecom service providers like BSNL and

MTNL launched a service to deliver the

commodity futures and spot prices via

SMS.

However, when compared with global

standards, the commodity futures

trading market remains underdeveloped.

Hence Commodity Exchanges have a

challenging task ahead….

Ms. Radhika Ravisekhar

STOCK EXCHANGE

GIC Re administers The Indian Terrorism
Insurance Pool, Indian Motor Third Party
Insurance Pool, Marine Hull Pool
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WWWWW hen change is taking place every

moment, it is important for us to

understand this phenomenon in greater

detail which will empower us to deal with

change more effectively or alternately it will

help us to manage the change better.

Change management can be defined as a

structured approach to transitioning

individuals, teams, and organizations from

a current state to a desired future state.

Thus it is a journey and not a standalone

one time activity.

In order to understand the importance of

change management let us have a look at

a story which runs as under.

A person liked to jog every morning. He had

many different routes he could take but he

invariably took the longest route as his

friend used to stay in the neighbourhood

where he used to stop and gossip. His

name was Aslan. So, stopping at Aslan’s

house became a rule for having some fun.

One day, Aslan moved out of the

neighbourhood but the man continued

taking the same long route to stop at the

same place even though Aslan no longer

lived there.

We derive following pattern from the story.

1. We make rule at a given point of time

depending on the situation prevalent at

that point of time.

2. We follow those rules religiously.

3. We continue following those rules even

when the situations change so much

that those rules have become

redundant.

4. We do not question such rules and do

not look for alternates which may have

become available with the passage of

time.

In Organisational context the Change

Management assumes special importance

as Organisations are Perpetual Bodies with

longevity much larger than the average life

span of a human being. As a result the

impact of environmental changes on

Organisations are much more sever.

History stands testimony to the fact that

those who could not adapt to changing

environment perished. A case in point is

total annihilation of Dinosaurs. It is believed

that they could not survive an abrupt rise

in temperature of atmosphere when a

comet had hit the earth because of their

gigantic size.

We operate in an environment which is

constantly undergoing change and we are

not the only player in the system. In such a

situation even to remain alive we must run

at least as fast as our competitors who are

present in the system as they are all

running and constantly evolving.

Having understood the importance of

change we have to examine what need to

be done to ensure a perpetual adapting,

thriving and agile growth oriented

organization.

Change management process can be

broadly divided into two categories, namely:

1. Physical change process

2. People change process

While Physical changes involving systems,

processes, technology and equipment are

given a lot of prominence in a change

initiative but People related changes do not

get the prominence that they deserve. This

puts a big question mark on the chances

of achieving desired results out of the

change initiative taken up by the

organisations.

Physical changes of change process are

Downsizing, Right sizing, De layering,

Verticalisation, Business process re-

engineering, introduction of new soft ware,

use of new technology, use of advanced

machines. More often than not such

activities are dealt on standalone basis

while implementing the change process

and we miss out the inter connectivity in

them. We must always keep in mind that it

is the work force which going to make the

physical attributes workable to its full

potential. For example, if a highly efficient

and sophisticated software system is

introduced in place of an established but

old system and user work force is not

trained simultaneously; the chances are

that the organisation will not be able to

derive the main objective of having more

efficient organisation till such time that

user employee obtain the required level of

proficiency in the new system.

Thus a lot of importance of any change

initiative falls on how the organisation

tackles change management involving its

people. People aspect of change

management is not only difficult but is also

quite complex. In fact there has been

intensive research in this field and many

different models have been developed in

order to understand the phenomenon. It

will not be out of to discuss a few of them

which are quite important for

understanding the change process and why

it is so difficult to manage change initiative

involving people.

Kubler-Ross Grief Cycle : This model gives

us an understanding of the emotional

behaviour shown by people who are likely

to be affected by change initiative. Dr

Elizabeth Kubler Ross developed this

model to understand the emotional

dynamics of people who were subjected to

grief following death of their near and dear

ones. The model found its application in

managing change in the corporate world.

According to this model people are likely to

pass through various emotional states

which have been identified as Denial,

Anger, Bargaining, Depression and

Acceptance. This model assists change

managers to tackle the reactions of people

likely to be affected by change.

Kurt Lewin Model also known as   the

unfreezing-change-refreeze model -This is

one of an early model of change developed

by Lewin. He described change as a three-

stage process. It works on the principle that

prior learning has to be unlearned so that

CHANGE MANAGEMENT
Change is constant in life.Change is fundamental to life.

MANAGEMENT
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the new learning can be imbibed, thereby

bringing the required change.

Stage 1 – (unfreezing)

This phase of change is built on the belief

that human behaviour is established by

past observational learning and cultural

influences. Change requires adding new

forces for change or removal of some of

the existing factors that are at play in

perpetuating the behaviour.

It is necessary to move past the possible

anxieties for change to progress. This can

be accomplished by creating a situation

such that the survival anxiety becomes

greater than the learning anxiety learning

anxiety is reduced.

Stage 2 - Change

The necessary changes are carried out (As

it is easier to move / re-arrange unfrozen

articles to a new state).  It is necessary to

identify exactly what needs to be changed

in advance before embarking on the action

of change

Stage 3 – (refreezing)

Refreezing is the final stage where new

behaviour becomes habitual, which

includes developing a new self-concept &

identity and establishing new interpersonal

relationship.

Other noteworthy models are enumerated
below:

1. Burning platform – This  term has come

from the incident burning of famous Piper

Alpha oil platform when one of the person

caught in the incident seeing sure death

by burning decided to jump into the freezing

sea 100 feet deep for a less violent death

prospects and he was saved. This gave rise

to the parable of Burning platform in

change management

2. Bonding – It is one of the most powerful

tools of change management which

brought about by involving people in the

change management process which

creates a bonding between people and the

organisation and helps in bringing the

desired change

3. Eating elephant –This is the technique

adopted when the desired change

proposition is of huge nature. In such a

situation the whole process is broken down

to smaller components and handled

individually to achieve the desired change

in totality.

4. Burning bridges - This technique is

derived from warfare. The underlying

concept is that once a desired change

objective is achieved it must be ensured

that it does not fall back to the old ways of

working.

5. Golden handcuffs –This denotes

providing monetary benefits to the work

force for making them agree to accept

implementation of change in specific

circumstances. One such example is

computer increment granted to the entire

work force of general insurance industry

in India.

6. Boiling the frog – If the frog is put in to

boiling water it will jump out but if a frog is

put in water at room temperature and its

temperature is gradually raised the frog will

never attempt to come out of water and will

ultimately die. This term is used to

emphasise that the change should be

brought at a slow pace to achieve greater

acceptability.

7. Blue ocean strategy –It it a term used

to indicate that if an organisation wants to

remain on high growth path its strategy

should be to walk on un chartered path and

create an un contested market space which

is not crowded by competitors.

There are no foolproof formulas for

ensuring a successful change initiative.

However there are plenty of case studies

available which provide the in depth insight

into the complexities of change process.

One is required to tread his own path

keeping in view the specific features and

ground realities. However based on the

learning from some successful case

studies of corporate changes some

common factors have been identified which

are enumerated as under.

1. Effective communication.

2. Recognition of self worth of employees

3. Positive attitude of management

4. Power of expectation(Pygmalion effect)

5. Bonding with the organisation

6. Human touch

The most talked about successful

corporate change initiative of recent times

is that of General Electric (GE) brought

about by its CEO Jack Welch. He has

summarised the reasons for failure of

change initiatives and also given the

measures which is likely to see a change

process coming out victorious.

Reasons for failure

1. Allowing too much complacency

2. Failing to create a sufficiently powerful

guiding coalition

3. Underestimating the power of vision

4. Under communicating the vision

5. Permitting obstacles to block the vision

6. Failing to create short term wins

7. Declaring victory too soon

8. Neglecting to anchor changes firmly in

the corporate culture

Measures for success

1. Establish a sense of urgency

2. Create the guiding coalition

3. Develop a vision and strategy

4. Communicate the change vision

5. Empower a broad base of people to take

action

6. Generate short term wins

7. Consolidate gains and producing even

more change

8. Institutionalize new approaches in the

corporate culture

In conclusion it can be safely said that any

corporate embarking on a change initiative

must evolve its own methodology for going

through the change process which is found

suitable to the specific needs of the

particular organisation. Any attempt to copy

may end up with disastrous results.

However this is equally true that the only

way to survival in this age of rapid

redundancy is to change. The organisations

who will master the art of successful

change will emerge as ultimate winner.

A K Roy
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2nd India Rendezvous 2009

IR 2009

Mrs. Bhagyam Ramani, General Manager GIC
Re lights a lamp to inaugurate India Rendezvous
2009. Also seen are Mr. R Raghavan, General
Manager GIC Re and  Mr. Sivam Subramaniam,
Editor-in-Chief, Asia Insurance Review.

Mr. Yogesh Lohiya, CMD GIC Re with Mr. Sivam
Subramaniam, Editor-in-Chief, Asia Insurance
Review.

A bilateral meeting in progress at the GIC Re
Meeting Room at India Rendezvous 2009

Mr. R. Raghavan, General Manager, GIC Re
(right) receives a memento at the IR2009.

Asia Insurance Review and GIC Re jointly organised the 2nd India Rendezvous 2009 in

Mumbai from 19th to 21st of January 2009. The two-day Rendezvous with the theme,

“Reinsuring a dynamic growth market amidst the global financial crisis,” was designed to

showcase India’s resilient insurance industry to the global market which is struggling from

worldwide economic meltdown. It was attended by 240 delegates from 20 countries around

the world.

A distinguished panel of expert speakers shared with delegates over the two morning

sessions their assessment of the potential in the market, including developing new products

and how to underwrite profitable business in the midst of a severe capital crunch in the

industry.

Mr Yogesh Lohiya, Chairman-cum-Managing Director, GIC Re in his welcome address said

that with a resilient economy, the Indian insurance industry is ready to face the challenges

of the global financial meltdown and play a greater role worldwide. Mr. Lohiya spoke about

the booming Indian economy that was changing lives across the country. He said that low

insurance penetration, high population with improving levels of education and standard of

living, growing infrastructure and business ventures with a stable political set-up to top it

all should help the Indian insurance sector to grow strongly in the years ahead. ‘The Indian

Insurance Industry has a past that can be cherished and future that is promising and has

tremendous potential ahead,’ said Mr. Yogesh Lohiya.

Mr. R. Raghavan, General Manager, GIC Re made a presentation on the theme “Emergence

of Regional Reinsurance Capacities - An Opportunity or a Threat”. Mr. Raghavan said that

the year ahead is expected to be a challenging one for all general insurers as capital

becomes scarce and underwriting skills are tested to the limit. He outlined the role that

the regional reinsurers are playing in these troubled times and how they provide the much

needed capacity to the primary insurers. He said that the Global majors in fact should

recognize the need for Coexistence with the regional reinsurers and proactively encourage

“Collaborative Competition”. He suggested that the Rating Agencies and Regulators should

play a catalytic role in raising the bar so that the sector as a whole can grow in a spirit of

‘live and let live’. He also emphasized that reinsurers should adopt prudent underwriting

practices in order to generate profits and not to depend on investment income for their

survival.

The other speakers in the India Rendezvous 2009 included Victor Peignet, Chief Executive

Officer, SCOR Global P&C; Mark Byrne, Executive Chairman & Founder, Flagstone

Reinsurance Holdings Ltd; V Ramakrishna, Chairman, India Insure Risk Management &

Insurance Broking Services Pvt Ltd; Jagath Alwis, Director (Technical), Ceylinco Insurance;

PLC Dermot P Dick, Chief Operating Officer, International Underwriting, QIC International

LLC.

The Lloyd’s type coffee tables made available to Indian companies for bilateral discussions

with international delegates, to understand their needs and service and support they require

from the international market were a hit with the participants.

Several of the participating companies, including GIC Re put up meeting rooms at the

venue to showcase their services and products. There were quite a few interesting

engagements of GIC Re teams with various business associates.

Editorial Desk
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option to be extended further on mutually

agreed terms.

GIC Re Learning Academy

Learning, the process of acquiring new

knowledge, skills, values and behaviours,

is an on-going process. Usually when we

get into our jobs it is well nigh impossible

to either imbibe new thoughts, new

knowledge or refresh what we already

possess. Often the excuse is lack of time,

pressure of work and above all non-

availability of opportunities.

To facilitate ‘learning’ for our employees it

was decided to set up the GIC Re Learning

Academy which would impart refresher

programmes in a variety of areas to

enhance the capabilities and skills of the

employees of the organisation.

The Academy that began functioning at the

Bombay Stock Exchange premises of the

Corporation from the 2nd of December

2008 has already organised training/

refresher programmes for 9 batches of

various categories of employees.

The Academy, in collaboration with an

external agency, is also organising special

training programmes on oral & written

communication skills for Class 3 employees

of the organisation.

11th Global Conference of
Actuaries

The 11th Global Conference of Actuaries

was held at the Hyatt Regency, Mumbai on

12th and 13th February 2009. GIC Re was

one of the sponsors of this event. This

annual actuarial event organized by the

Institute of Actuaries of India attracted

more than 600 participants from all over

the globe and was inaugurated by the

Chairman, IRDA, Mr J Hari Narayan. A

diverse audience consisting of life and non-

life insurers , reinsurers, consulting firms

and students participated in the 2 daylong

event which saw a number of papers being

presented in the areas of Life Insurance,

Pensions and Social Security, Health, Long

Term Care, Mortality and Morbidity, General

Insurance and other General Actuarial

topics.

IRDA Workshop on Consumer
Education.

Insurance Regulatory and Development

Authority (IRDA) recently organised a

workshop on the theme ‘Treating

Customers Fairly – Consumer Education’

at Hyderabad. The day-long workshop had

presentations on different aspects of the

theme, being presented by leaders of the

industry as also consumer activists; Mr Y.S.

Bhave, Secretary, Ministry of Consumer

Affairs & Public Distribution, insurance

ombudsmen from all regions, CEOs of

leading insurance companies also took

part in the workshop. The workshop was

held to discuss consumer related aspects

like market conduct, consumer education

and creation of an integrated platform for

redressal of customer grievances.

International Fire Risk
Symposium

Underwriters Laboratories Inc, US

organized the first International Fire Risk

Symposium “Creating the future of Fire Risk

Management” on February 05 & 06, 2009

in New Delhi. The symposium featured

informative presentations and interactive

panel discussions. Global leaders from the

insurance industry and the built

environment shared their knowledge and

provided case studies to demonstrate how

fire protection engineering can be applied

to help reduce fire risk exposure.

Information on the use of the

comprehensive testing and analytical tools

available to identify, assess and mitigate

risks, was also provided to the participants.

The event had over 100 participants

comprising Risk Managers / Assessors

Russian Insurance Center and
GIC Re Renew the Co-operation
Agreement.

The Memorandum of Agreement that was

signed between the General Insurance

Corporation of India and the Russian

Insurance Center in 2006 has been further

extended for a period of 3 years beginning

1st of January 2009. Agreement to this

effect was signed between the two

organisations in Mumbai on 25th of March

2009. Under this agreement the two

companies have been exchanging with

each other information about insurance

and reinsurance markets and also on

insurance topics as underwriting,

reinsurance, risk management, claims

handling, insurance education and any

other subjects relating to the insurance

business, in so far as such exchanges are

permitted by the laws and regulations of

both countries.

GIC Re and RIC also cooperate in the field

of reinsurance by way of reciprocal

exchange of reinsurance contracts of

traditional reinsurances, treaty or

facultative, in all branches, which does not

exclude mutual offering of non-reciprocal

business. The exchange of reinsurance

business is arranged directly as far as

possible.

The Agreement renewed effective from the

1st of January 2009 will be valid for three

years up to 31st of December 2011 with an

Here and There

(L-R) Mr. D. Bruskin of RIC, Mr. S.
Danilychev, Deputy Chairman of the RIC
Board, Mr. Yogesh Lohiya, CMD GIC Re and
Mr. R. Raghavan, GM, GIC Re.
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from Insurance and Banking industry, Asset
owners and senior operations executives
from large manufacturing /retail/
commercial/logistics and warehousing
corporations, Business continuity/ Disaster
Recovery managers, Fire/Safety Officers
from Oil & Gas sector & large organizations
(managing large facilities) and
manufacturers & users of Fire Fighting
Equipment.

Chairman and Managing Director, Mr.
Yogesh Lohiya, was the Chief Guest.

Conference on Disaster Risk
Transfer Mechanisms
A Conference on Harnessing Data for
Disaster Risk Transfer Mechanisms was
organised by the National Disaster
Management Authority at New Delhi on
March 12 2009. The main objective of the
conference was to evolve a consensus on
data required by insurance companies on
the basis of which modelling can be done
and appropriate products developed that
will facilitate effective risk transfer
mechanisms. The Conference also
discussed measures to
improve access to
natural disaster
insurance/reinsurance
and other effective risk
transfer mechanisms so
that these could be
brought to the centre
stage of disaster
management. The
participants in the
Conference included
representatives from

Mr. Yogesh Lohiya, CMD, GIC Re at the International Symposium on ‘Creating the Future of
Fire Risk Management’

GIC Re Stall at the 19th World Congress on
Total Quality

various Ministries/ Departments, States,
Insurance Regulatory and Development
Authority (IRDA), National Insurance
Academy (NIA), Academic and S&T
institutions and Insurance / Reinsurance
Companies.
Mr. K. Raghunath, Deputy General
Manager GIC Re also made a presentation
on “Data and Information Requirements-
Insurance and Reinsurance Perspectives”
at the  Conference.

Interlink Insurance and
Reinsurance Brokers Celebrate
Silver Jubilee
GIC Re congratulates Interlink Insurance
and Reinsurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd on
completing 25 years of dedicated service to
the general insurance industry in the
country. To mark the occasion, M/s Interlink
organised a symposium which was
addressed by CMD, GIC Re and CMD, New
India Assurance Company Limited. It was
attended by who’s who of the Insurance
industry in the country and abroad. The
silver jubilee celebrations concluded with a
grand finale.

19th World Congress on Total
Quality
The 19th World Congress jointly organized
by the Institute of Directors (IOD) and World
Council for Corporate Governance. UK was

(L-R) Mr. A K Roy, Mrs. Suchita Gupta &
Mr. P N Gandhi at the 19th World
Congress on Total Quality

held on 16-18 January 2009 at Mumbai.
The theme of the Congress was
“Leadership in the Economy of Surprise,
Wrenching changes and Contradiction”.
The theme was most topical, coming in the

wake of global financial meltdown,
terrorism and Satyam fraud, demanding
new leadership skills and corporate
governance systems and standards.

GIC Re also put up a stall at the exhibition
that was organised on this occasion.Mr. Yogesh Lohiya speaks at the Silver Jubilee Celebrations of

M/s Interlink Insurance & Reinsurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
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GIC Re Team at Mumbai Marathon 2009

Mr. Lohiya and Mrs. Lohiya lead the GIC Re
family at the Satyanarayan Pooja

Satyanarayan Pooja
Samaroh
GIC Re also promotes spiritual ethos

amongst its employees and encourages

them to develop socially and culturally too.

Satyanarayan Pooja is an integral part of

the Indian culture and especially so in

Maharashtra. Maintaining this tradition a

Satyanarayan Pooja was organised in the

premises of the Corporation on the 29th of

January 2009. The entire GIC Re family led

by our CMD Mr. Yogesh Lohiya participated

in the celebration. A Rangoli competition

was also organised on this occasion for the

employees of the Corporation. This brought

out the latent artistic talent of the

employees, especially the female

employees of GIC Re.

Eleven employees of the Corporation

participated in the half/full run of the

6th Standard Chartered Mumbai

Marathon held on 18th January, 2009.

Over 35,000 people participated in

the event and lakhs of people lined

the marathon route and cheered the

participants. Each participant had a

reason for running.  It is said “In

marathon each and every runner who

completes the race is a winner, as in

marathon speed is not important, but

the endurance and the grit” and in line

with the spirit of this statement all the

participants of GIC Re completed their

respective runs.

Participants for Full Marathon

Sreelekha Wanle, Suraj Suvarna

Half Marathon

S. Ramkrishnan, G.Radhakrishna,

Taranath Bhandary, Ravi Nayak,

Sachindra Salvi, Modha Poojary,

S.Varghese, Dhyanraj Gawade, Anil

Shahasne.

GIC ReNEWS team congratulates

these marathon runners.

Mumbai Marathon- 2009

National Tricolour hoisted on 60th
Republic Day

GIC Re celebrates Republic Day 2009

CMD and other senior executives with the Security
Staff of the Corporation on Republic Day

The 60th Republic Day was celebrated in

GIC Re with a great deal of fanfare this year

with our CMD, Mr. Yogesh Lohiya unfurling

the tricolour with aplomb and taking

salute from the posse of guards.

In his address to the members of GIC

Re family, Mr. Lohiya extolled the

virtues of the republic and how the

free spirit of the country has held it

in good stead over the years; thereby

redeeming the faith our founding

fathers had reposed in the republic.

The day also belonged to the security

employees of the Corporation who were

facilitated by the management for showing

exemplary presence of mind on several

occasions when the need arose. We salute

them.
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Glossary of Life Insurance Terms

Actuary : A person professionally
trained in the technical aspects of
insurance and related fields,
particularly in the mathematics of
insurance such as the calculation of
premiums, reserves, and other
values.

Accelerated death benefit : Benefit
paid, under clearly defined health-
related circumstances, to a
policyholder prior to his or her death.
Accelerated death benefits are also
known as living benefits.

Accidental death benefit : A provision
added to a life insurance policy for payment
of an additional benefit if death is caused
by an accident. Also known as double
indemnity.

Annuity : A financial contract issued by a
life insurance company that offers tax-
deferred savings and a choice of payout
options to meet an owner’s needs in
retirement: income for life, income for a
certain period of time, or a lump sum.

Benefit : The amount payable by the
insurance company to a claimant,
assignee, or beneficiary when the insured
suffers a loss covered by the policy.

Convertible term insurance : Term
insurance that can be exchanged, at the
option of the policyholder and without
evidence of insurability, for another plan of
insurance.

Credit life insurance : Term life insurance
issued through a lender or lending agency
to cover payment of a loan, an installment
purchase, or other obligation in case of
death.

Disability benefit : The benefit paid under
a disability income insurance policy; also
a feature added to some life insurance
policies providing for waiver of premium,
and sometimes payment of monthly
income, if the policyholder becomes totally
and permanently disabled.

Earned premium : The portion of premium
that applies to the expired part of the policy
period. Insurance premiums are payable in
advance but the insurance company does
not fully earn them until the policy period
expires.

Endowment : Life insurance
payable to the policyholder on the policy’s
maturity date, or to a beneficiary if the
insured dies prior to that date.

Evidence of insurability : The common
requirement by life insurance companies
that potential policyholders undergo a
physical examination or medical tests, such
as blood pressure or cholesterol screening,
before the applicant can purchase an
individual life insurance policy.

Face amount : The amount stated on the
face of a life insurance policy that will be
paid upon death or policy maturity. The
amount excludes dividend additions or
additional amounts payable under
accidental death or other special
provisions.

Grace period : A period of usually a number
of days following each insurance premium
due date except the first, during which an
overdue premium may be paid and the
policy be maintained. All policy provisions
remain in force during this period.

Lapsed policy : An insurance policy
terminated at the end of the grace period
because of nonpayment of premiums.

Level premium life insurance : Life
insurance for which the premium remains
the same from year to year. The premium
is more than the actual cost of protection
during earlier years of the policy and less
than the actual cost in later years. The
initial overpayments build a reserve which,
together with interest to be earned,
balances the underpayments of later years.

Life expectancy : The average years of life
remaining for a group of persons of a given
age, according to a mortality table.

Life insurance in force : The sum of face
amounts and dividend additions of life
insurance policies outstanding at a given
time. Additional amounts payable under
accidental death or other special
provisions are excluded.

Limited payment life insurance : Whole
life insurance on which premiums are
payable for a specified number of years,

or until death if it occurs before the end of
the specified period.

Long-term care insurance : Insurance that
provides financial protection for persons
who become unable to care for themselves
because of chronic illness, disability, or
cognitive impairment such as Alzheimer’s
disease.

Mortality table : A statistical table showing
the death rate at each age, usually
expressed per thousand.

Non-medical limit : The maximum face
value of a policy that a given company will
issue without a medical examination of the
applicant.

Participating policy : A life insurance policy
under which the company distributes to
policyholders the part of its surplus that its
board of directors determines is not needed
at the end of the business year. Such a
distribution reduces the premium that the
policyholder had paid.

Preferred risk : A person considered less
of a risk than the standard risk.

Rated policy : An insurance policy issued
at a higher-than-standard premium rate to
cover extra risk, as when the insured has
impaired health or a hazardous occupation.
Also known as extra-risk policy.

Renewable term insurance : Term
insurance that can be renewed at the end
of the term, at the policyholder’s option and
without evidence of insurability, for a limited
number of successive terms. Rates
increase at each renewal as the insured
ages.

Rider : An amendment to an insurance
policy that expands or restricts the policy’s
benefits or excludes certain conditions
from coverage. See accelerated death
benefit and accidental death benefit.

Girija Subramanian
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RECIPE

Ingredients :
1. 1 chicken (about 1 kg. In

weight), cleaned and cut
2. 1½ coconuts for milk
3. ½ small coconut, grated
4. 15-20 red chillies
5. 2 level tbsp. Dhania

(Coriander) seeds
6. 1 level tsp. Jeera (cumin

seeds)
7. seeds peppercorns - 6
8. Ghee (clarified butter)

for frying
9. ½ onion, chopped
10. ¼ tsp. Turmeric powder
11. 10 flakes garlic
12. 1 onion chopped
13. 1 tbsp. Butter
14. Salt to taste
15. Juice of 1 lemon

KORI ROTI CHICKEN Instructions
l Grate 1½ coconuts and grind finely with 2 cups hot water.

Squeeze out thick coconut milk and keep aside. Add 3 cups
of hot water to the residue and this constitutes the thin milk.

l Roast ½ grated coconut till light brown. Fry chillies, cumin
seeds, coriander seeds and peppercorn seeds. Fry the ½
chopped onion till light brown in ghee. Grind all these
together with turmeric powder and garlic flakes with a little
of the thin coconut milk into a fine paste.

l Remove the masala, wash the mixer jar with 2 to 3 cups of
water and mix it with the masala, remaining thin coconut
milk, cleaned and cut chicken, 1 chopped onion, 1 tbsp.
Butter, salt to taste. Bring it to boil in a cooker for 5 minutes
under pressure. Remove and add thick coconut milk, lemon
juice and once again bring to boil, then simmer for a few
minutes.

l Preparation of seasoning: Keep 2 tsp. Ghee in a flat vessel
on the fire. Add chopped onion and fry till brown. Add garam
masala powder (cardamom, cinnamon, cloves). Now pour
the curry over the seasoning, cover and remove from fire.
Serve with Roti, which can be bought at any shop selling
south Indian items. It should be soaked in curry and eaten.
The chicken preparation can also be eaten with Idli, Neer
Dosa, apam or Dosa Rice.

Ingredients :

Qty. Measure Ingredients Description
1 Teaspoon Cardamom

Powder For filling
2 Nos Coconut For filling
400 Grams Jaggery For filling
1 Kilogram Rice, Boiled Wash,

soak and grind
And little salt for taste

PAPAPAPAPATHOLEOS - SAFFRTHOLEOS - SAFFRTHOLEOS - SAFFRTHOLEOS - SAFFRTHOLEOS - SAFFRON LEAON LEAON LEAON LEAON LEAVESVESVESVESVES
Wash and soak rice for about an hour. Grind it to make a thick and dry dough. Add some
salt to taste while grinding.
Prepare “filling” by mixing the finely scraped coconut with the powdered cardamom and
jaggery. 
Clean the saffron leaves (‘haldi khole’ in Konkani) with a clean wet towel, and on the
smooth front side of each leaf, spread evenly a little dough a thickness of about 3mm).
Place a little of the coconut filling in the center and fold the leaf pressing firmly on the
edges with dough with moist fingers. The fillings in the folded leaves are called ‘patholeos’.
Steam the ‘patholeos’ in a thondor or in a large pressure cooker, by placing them on the
middle separator.  When the leaves fade, check by removing one cake to see if it is
cooked. If not continue for more time. Serve with leaves on, in a dish.

Sneha Nair

GREEN PEAS GUGHRA (KACHORI)
Instructions for Stuffing

Wash Green Peas. Drain all water.
Grind the peas coarsely in the mixer.
Heat 3 tbsp oil in Pan. Add mustard seeds and when they Splutter
add the green peas and salt. Cook till tender. Allow to cool.
Add all the remaining ingredients and mix it properly. Keep aside.

Instructions for Making outer cover

Add 3 tbsp oil in maida / wheat flour in plate and mix. Knead the
flour with water as required. Make small puris and fill the stuffing
inside puri. Fold the puri into semi-circle. Fold the edges properly.
(shown in the picture). Deep fry in oil till golden brown.
Enjoy with chutney or sauce.

Arti Shah

For Seasoning
1. 2 tsp. Ghee
2. 1 onion chopped
3. ½ tsp. Garam masala
(cardamom, cinnamon, cloves)

Ingredients Outer Cover :
Maida / Wheat Flour 200 gms
Oil

Ingredients for Stuffing :
Green Peas 1 Kg.
Ginger & Chili paste 1 tbsp
Lemon Juice 2 tbsp
Sugar powder 3 tsp
Cinnamon & Clove powder 1 tsp
Kaju (Cashew nuts) broken
into pieces 5 to 6
Kismis (Raisins) 5 to 6
Cleaned Coriander Leaves 1
bowl
Salt as required.
Turmeric Powder 1 tbsp
Mustard Seeds 1 tbsp
Oil 3 tblsp

D D D
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An Appeal to Our Readers
We welcome your feedback on the layout, contents and presentation of GIC ReNEWS.

GIC Re employees are welcome to send in their write-ups for publication in the next issue of the newsletter.
Readers can send in their feedback to the mail id: gicrenews@gicofindia.com

Team GIC ReNEWS Editor : K Raghunath
Editorial Board : P. K. Bhagat, Deepak Godbole, Anoop Khanna
Correspondents : Suchita Gupta, Satyajit Tripathy, J Paramasivan, Hitesh Joshi

Rajesh Khadatare, K. Thangaraj, Santosh Phatak

Views expressed in this newsletter by various people, are their own and GIC Re owes no responsibility for the same.
For Private and Restricted circulation only. Not for sale. For employees and associates of GIC Re only.
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A.M. Best Co. the global credit rating organization has affirmed the Financial Strength Rating of ‘A-’ (Excellent) and the Issuer Credit

Rating of ‘a-’ of General Insurance Corporation of India (GIC Re) (India). The outlook for both ratings is stable.

These ratings reflect GIC Re’s adequate risk-adjusted capitalization, improved underwriting performance and strong market presence.

GIC Re’s risk-adjusted capitalization as demonstrated by Best’s Capital Adequacy Ratio (BCAR) supports its current rating level.  

A. M. Best Co. in the rating rationale has mentioned that, GIC Re’s underwriting performance has improved over the past two years.

As the sole domestic reinsurer in India, GIC Re’s business profile remains strong, with the company maintaining its leading business

position in the domestic reinsurance market.

A.M. Best Co. reaffirms A–(Excellent) Rating to GIC Re

A.M. Best Co. reaffirms A – (Excellent) rating

……………Happy to know about reaffirmation of A- (Excellent)
rating to GIC Re.

l Selvaraj

Bharat Re-Insurance Brokers Pvt Ltd

……..indeed happy to note continuance of AM Best Rating for
GIC Re at such high level notwithstanding so much market
turbulence.
Please accept our heartiest congratulations on this achievement.

l R. M. Solanki

Heritage Reinsurance Brokers

Good to know that GIC Re can keep its head high even in the
middle of a widespread mayhem in the financial world.
May it go from STRENGTH to STRENGTH !

l Anant Kumar

Afro-Asian Insurance &

Reinsurance Brokers (India) Private Limited

Eventual Reinsurer Status in Brazil

Congratulations to you and to the GIC family………….to get

this official recognition.

May GIC Re grow in stature and wishing you many more such

successes in your endeavours.

l Candida Pardeshi

J B Boda Insurance Services (L) Bhd, KL Malaysia

We are very happy to learn that GIC Re has been duly approved

by SUSEP to do business in Brazil as an Eventual Reinsurer

and the same is notified on 16th January 2009 in the Official

Gazette in Brazil. 

l Bharat J. Boda

J B Boda Reinsurance Brokers

We have noted GIC’s eligibility for Brazilian business, and will

try and develop on this opportunity with your support.

l Rajit Seth

India Insure Risk Management &

Insurance Broking Services Pvt. Ltd.
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